
AUROVILLE CROWNWAY STUDY

-- Prashant, Lata, Suhasini, Dharmesh & Tejaswini (Auroville)

(For correspondence and feedback please write to: prashant@auroville.org.in)

INTRODUCTION --
This study of the Crown, as proposed by the Town Development Council (TDC) of Auroville,

lays out the existing ground realities and present uses. Based on this it also lays out what is

suitable (proposed uses) and a rough timeline. This is for the different sections along the full

stretch of 4.36 kms of the Crown as it passes through various human and physical geographies

of Auroville. Some sections have more details than others and that is based on how much each

section has so far been developed.

This study was presented to AV Foundation Secretary Dr. Jayanti Ravi on 31st August 2021,

where Sreevatsa from TDC was also present. This was also presented to the community in a

GM on 17th Sept 2021.

CROWN SECTIONS & KEY PLAN --
The Crown passes through 4 zones - Residential, International, Industrial and Cultural. It

also passes through 4 parks that are in between these zones - Mahalakshmi (between

Residential & Cultural), Mahakali (between Cultural & Industrial), Mahasaraswati (between

Industrial & International), and Maheshwari (between International & Residential). So based

on the existing land use, current site conditions/ground realities, and what is proposed there,

the Crown could be logically divided into eight different sections (see below) --

1. Arka to PTDC
2. PDTC to BN/MM Road
3. BN/MM Rd to Language Lab
4. Darkali Forest
5. Darkali to CSR Road
6. CSR Road to YC/Bliss
7. YC/Bliss Forest
8. Bliss Forest to Arka
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KEY PLAN --
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Section 1: FROM ARKA / MAHALAKSHMI HOME TO PTDC

Context / Topography --
This stretch is part of the residential sector - low density (near Mahalakshmi Home) to higher

density (near PTDC) and Mahalakshmi park between residential and cultural zones. Largely at

the same level as it is parallel to the Auroville ridge with elevation ranging between 52m and

50m above MSL (mean sea level). The Solar Kitchen roundabout is the highest point on the

Crown at 52m above MSL. Water from this area drains eastwards towards Sukhavati canyon

and finally into the Utility canyon.

Present Uses --
A 3.9m wide paved road (w/ paver blocks), largely used by slow and fast (sometimes very

fast) moving motorized vehicles (2-4 wheelers). This currently generates noise and air

pollution and could be very unsafe for moving/crossing pedestrians and cyclists. Not very

conducive for this section of residential zone because it has the following along it:
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● Collective facilities - Senior citizens residence, health clinic, farewell center, Av

library, solar kitchen and PTDC. As part of sector 1 &2 of the residential zone, it also

has housing projects on the crown - Surrender, Humanscapes, Kalpana, Kailash.

● Private land between surrender & humanscapes

It also has a narrow unpaved cycle/pedestrian walking path all along the road on the inner

side.

Proposed Uses --
Activities supporting the residential zone sector 1 & 2 which would eventually house about

5000 residents. This would include shopping, coffee shops, theatre, interaction outdoor/semi

indoor spaces, plazas recreation and community facilities of higher order, supporting the

residential use

Timeline --
IMMEDIATE --

This stretch needs serious improvements. It could be achieved in several ways, such as -

● Divert “passing” traffic away from this section of the Crown. Only residents and

visitors, delivery personnel to the residential zone and going to schools in the Cultural

zone should be using this stretch. This should be achieved through a “smart mobility

plan which could be short term/temporary” that diverts most other traffic towards

Solar kitchen → MM Visitor gate → town hall or towards Bharat Nivas.

● Innovative design to slow down the traffic which can’t be just putting speed breakers

(see visuals/images), rather by design that gives a priority/”right of way” to

pedestrians first, then cyclists, 2-4 wheelers, in that order.

● Design and build plazas that will have public interaction outdoor/semi indoor spaces

integrated with green spaces/trees, completed with street furniture, lighting,

innovative signages, etc. in select locations e.g. outside the library, around Sante/Arka

(locations TBD).

● Move away from the 16.7m/30m ROW street cross-sections, those are designed for,

and therefore invite fast moving vehicles. This may involve not having a straight

uninterrupted curved road, removing and rearranging the existing paver blocks in

innovative ways to integrate with these spaces.

● Design shaded designated parking spaces around these plazas

LONG TERM --

● Mobility plan for the residential zone, that further reduces residents’ motorized traffic

from this stretch.
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Section 2: FROM PTDC via CENTER FIELD to BN/MM PAVED ROAD

Context / Topography --
Currently this section passes through a wooded area with some houses and guest houses. In

the master plan this section of the residential zone is designated as high to very high density

residential sectors and is also home to one of the only natural water bodies (Aurodam canyon)

in the city area. The level of 51m above MSL (mean sea level) drops to 47m by the time you

reach the BN/MM paved road, a stretch of about 950 meters. All water from this stretch of

the Crown flows westwards into the Aurodam canyon which eventually overflows past the

Visitor Centre into Irumbai eri.

Present Uses --
Single family houses and guest house (center guest house, joy guest house, college guest

house) and woodlands, reforested TDEF forest closer to Aurodam canyon.
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Proposed Uses --
This being high to very high density residential areas is not likely to be developed in near

future, and should only develop after Auroville’s residents’ numbers go up. Therefore at this

time only a cycle path should be allowed connecting solar kitchen/PTDC to Savitri

Bhavan/BN-MM Paved road. NO ROAD WITH MOTORIZED TRAFFIC SHOULD BE BUILT NOW. Doing

that will only increase the village traffic passing through Auroville and provide one more

opening for exploratory visitors traffic.

Timeline --
The paved road that will have motorized vehicular traffic in this stretch is NOT NEEDED at this

point because the current road from Solar Kitchen → MM Visitor Gate → Savitri Bhavan is a

fully paved area and serves the purpose with not too much traffic moving on it to demand an

additional connecting paved road.

IMMEDIATE --

● A nice shaded cycle path meandering through the trees that connects Solar

Kitchen/PTDC to Savitri Bhavan/BN-MM paved road is desirable, which will be used by

cyclists and walking enthusiasts. No motorized vehicles.

● Some stopping points in the green areas with seating furniture made out of natural

material.

● Walking trails leading up to Aurodam Canyon for forest walks. This could also be used

as an educational forest walk by the students of three kindergartens that are in this

area.

LONG TERM--

● Revisit the high density residential area classification currently in the master plan to

protect Aurodam canyon which is a very important water conservation area and buffer

area around it should be left as green as possible.
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Aurodam:
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Section 3: FROM BN/MM PAVED ROAD to LANGUAGE LAB

Context / Topography --
This section of the Crown is part of the International zone and it drops from 49m above MSL

(mean sea level) at BN-MM Road to about 42m into a canyon close to the Darkali fence. And

the whole area (and canyons on peramboke land) slopes towards Kottakarai (westward).

Existing road used by Aurovillians to get to Savitri Bhavan, Unity Pav & AV Language Lab. But

main traffic is of the villagers coming into Auroville from Kottakarai/Bharatipuram and for

them to pass through to go to Kuilapalayam and ECR/Pondy.

Present Uses --
This section has institutional buildings such as Savitri Bhavan, Unity Pav and AV Language Lab.

Outside of the Crown; there is Bharat Nivas campus and local village settlement along the

peramboke lands. Has current traffic of employees, vendors construction traffic and village

traffic as mentioned above.
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Proposed Uses --
Utilities, communication, shops and other common facilities related to the main activity in

the International Zone, including housing and staff quarters.

These would be needed as and when there is sufficient development in the international zone

Timeline --
Along with the road, parking needs to be organized for visitors to the institutional buildings,

especially many vehicles during an event/community meeting. A common pedestrian plaza

that links all the three institutional buildings, and maybe also linking it to the Bharat Nivas

campus.

Centre of International Research in Human Unity (CIRHU), 1999- proposal of Kireet Joshi (it

was originally meant to be on the crown in the international zone). This would allow cross

pollination/research btw Auroville - extended Region - India - World

Planning and design of this section of the Crown should be integrated with the International

Zone master plan and how it is planned and integrated with the detail development plans of

the zone
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Section 4: DARKALI FOREST

Context / Topography --

A beautiful forested area (approx 50 acres) in between two canyons one to the north and the

other one on the south side and therefore it is also the lowest point in the Crown at about

40m above MSL (mean sea level). These two canyons drain little over 60% of the area inside

the Crown. This is also located in an area that has well drained soil which means it has high

water percolation, which is good for aquifer/groundwater recharge. Most of the surface

runoff is captured in the multiple water ponds within this forest, using bunds and check dams,

and very little water overflows into the canyon (only during heavy continuous rains) going

towards Kottakarai.

It is also very close to the Kottakarai village settlement (the only village in the city area) that

makes it vulnerable to being misused for alcohol picnics, drugs peddling, prostitution, timber

theft, garbage dumping, and various forms of harassment, etc. Currently this forest is fenced

and also has a live vegetation barrier along the fence.
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Present Use --
Regenerated forested area from a barren eroded landscape over the last 35 years. Important

water conservation area with bunding, check dams, and natural/newly created ponds. There

are several small special gardens and the west side of the forest has a 1.2 kms long winding

fitness track.

Proposed Uses --
Should be left untouched as far as possible, in fact the current activities and efforts of water

conservation, reforestation and protection from unwanted elements should be supported by

Auroville. Because of proximity to village/settlements, It should have controlled access to the

trails, gardens and fitness track for Aurovillians to enjoy..

Timeline --
Considering the proximity to the village/settlements and past and current unwanted activities

this area SHOULD NOT be opened to any thoroughfare and cross traffic, NOT even as a cycle

path. Controlled access for walking/jogging should be maintained, and more resources should

be allocated for maintaining these activities and this ecologically sensitive area for water

conservation and maintaining the green cover.

IMMEDIATE --

● If at all for symbolic purposes it is deemed that for completing the circle and

maintenance vehicle access is required, a curved walking path could be put in place

but should be ONLY INTERNAL and not connected to outside paths and roads for

security and other reasons mentioned above.

● Water conservation efforts could be creatively made interesting with rocks/artwork

etc. by Auroville artists.

● Provide support and human resources to maintain the controlled access to

walkers/joggers and over all security.

LONG TERM --

● As we resolve the planning challenges of Auroville’s interface with surrounding

villages, this area could be opened up in the future based on solving issues as they

emerge. The interface between how surrounding villages merge into cities as they

expand is a challenge that no city in India and the world has been able to address in an

amicable way and this is a planning challenge that we have an opportunity to

experiment with given our setting.We have a strong interface with villages and people

living there and that could be related to traffic, livelihood (our workforce comes from

the surrounding villages), water conservation, security, etc.
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Darkali (water harvesting work):
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Section 5: FROM DARKALI to CSR-TOWN HALL ROAD

Context / Topography --
This section is part of the Industrial Zone. It  starts from the Darkali canyons (lowest point in

Crown) this section of the Crown rises up to 50m above MSL (mean sea level) at CSR Road and

is still sloping westward towards Kottakarai.

Present Uses --
This stretch has several privately owned plots (3), passes over a major canyon on peramboke

land that flows westward towards Irumbai eri. A Kali temple bordering Darkali (on Temple

land) which has village social gatherings and festivals. This section also AuroOceanic building

(a privately built resort on private land) nearby on the Crown, and little away from the crown

on the outside there are some houses, Pony Farm and some workshops

Proposed Land Uses --
Adjoining Darkali park and International Zone transitioning into the Industrial Zone. Ideal

place to have hostels, dormitories, guesthouses and supporting facilities for the main

activities in the Industrial zone (Ref: the Auroville Master Plan: Perspective 2025).
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Timeline --
While developing this area planners should consider the special eroding nature of the soil

condition, slopes, canyons, water flow and its management and keep a good balance of green

& built areas for top soil conservation.

Planning and design of this section of the Crown should be integrated with the Industrial

Zone master plan and how it is planned and integrated with the detail development plans of

the zone
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Section 6: FROM CSR / TOWN HALL ROAD to YOUTH CENTRE / BLISS FOREST

Context  / Topographr --
This section is part of the Industrial Zone, a largely flat section of the Crown at about 50m

above MSL (mean sea level) as it is close to the ridge. It is largely on privately owned land,

and this section is paved (just like SK to Arka). It has green forested areas on both sides

Present Land Use --
Lands between the CSR - Townhall road to the youth center is privately owned with

agreement to develop and use the existing paved road. North of this paved road is extended

part of the Revelation forest (which is part of Mahakali Park) with some residences (Sve Dam).

It has the Youth centre with residences, workshops and social amenities towards the east. The

paved road ends at the Youth Centre fence.

Proposed Land Use / Projected development --
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Ideal place to have hostels, dormitories, guesthouses and supporting facilities for the main

activities in the Industrial zone as this zone develops (Ref: the Auroville Master Plan:

Perspective 2025)

Timeline --
Planning and design of this section of the Crown should be integrated with the Industrial

Zone master plan and how it is planned and integrated with the detail development plans of

the zone
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Section 7 - YOUTH CENTRE / BLISS FOREST

Context / Topography --
This section passes through the Mahakali Park. It is on high ground almost on the Auroville

ridge at about 50m above MSL (mean sea level) and includes about 20 acres of restored TDEF

forest. The water from here flows westwards towards Kottakarai through the industrial zone

canyon just north of Darkali forest. Being on the high ground and also part of a high

percolation area, it has a low impact land use and green cover.

Present Uses --
Largely forested area, part of Bliss forest. It houses the Auroville International Youth Center

which was started in 1996. It is a community where youth from within Auroville and youth

from outside interact, create, live, build and grow together. It has become a home away from

home for many and a place of community for many.
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Proposed Uses --

● Clumps/groves of trees planted with specific species, e.g. ebony, and other similar

trees. A short walking detour that takes you to these groves and people learn about

them and importance of these tree species

● Bliss/YC is very close to schools. Have school kids come for forest walks as part of

their ecology/environment class and learn about these special tree species , learn to

identify them from leaves, tree/branching structure, bark, fruits/flowers, etc? This

will need coordination with school teachers/SAIIER.

● Ecology or maybe specific to TDEF interpretation centre (outdoor/indoor)

Connected to the YC and where children/adults could learn about TDEF trees and the

ecology of tropical dry evergreen forests, few desks/chairs for them to read the

reading material on TDEF kept there, or just a place to interact with a forester and

learn more about TDEF/ecology of the Auroville forests.

● Eventually we should have an Auroville Centre for Ecological Studies for research in

ecology and environment, with tie-ups with other research institutes in India

(CES/IISc, ATREE, FRI, etc.), and the rest of the world.

● Stopping point/pit stop for bikers/pedestrians where they can get water (maybe

juice, tea, coffee) and some indoor/outdoor seating area where people could plan to

meet to learn something or just for a social interaction. A place, spaces designed by

architects/landscape architects where people would want to revisit.

● Children Play Area created with natural material, where we could teach kids e.g. tree

climbing, play with sand/soil, etc. Being a forested and ecologically sensitive area,

low impact land use should be permitted, should not disturb the tranquility and peace.

Timeline --
IMMEDIATE --

● Cycle/pedestrian path to be used to access the Youth Centre. The current vehicular

access from the current road on the north side stays. No vehicular access, there is

already a road that exists that goes around Bliss forest, it should be used for vehicles

and infrastructure lines.

● Add ecological interpretation detour trails from the main cycle path and start work on

the ecological interpretation centre.

LONG TERM --

● Development of Youth Centre vocational training programs. Start new programs.

● Improve their current residential units as needed, and plan more units to meet the

current needs of the youth.
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Section 8: BLISS FOREST TO ARKA

Context / Topography --
This section is part of the Cultural Zone, a largely flat area at 52m above MSL (mean sea

level), and almost on the Auroville Ridge. Has a piece of the Temple land  and a few privately

owned plots in this section and the existing road weaves around these plots. Adjoining

Auroville land on the inside of the road is part of the Bliss forest, and the southernmost

section passes through the Mahalakshmi Park, the park between Residential and Cultural

Zone.

Present Uses --
Outside of the crown there is mixed institutional development - residential with performing

and decorative arts centre, and studios. While inside the crown it is largely woodlands (Bliss

forest), cycle / walking / jogging tracks, few residences and contemplation spots in nature.

Whereas on private lands, there are homestays and residences adjacent to Kalaboomi - Cripa.
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Proposed Uses --
Being part of the Cultural Zone in this section of the crown, there could be shopping, utility,

communication and recreation centres, and related facilities supporting cultural activities in

the zone, including related housing (Ref: the Auroville Master Plan: Perspective 2025).

Timeline --
This area is already well developed with walking - cycling - jogging paths on the inside. It

should have limited vehicular access (by design) to ensure a quiet corridor linking the

Residential and Cultural Zones.

This areas should have a linear pedestrian plaza, interaction spots/areas, linking/connecting

the institutions on this stretch of the Crown.

Whatever activities, new buildings that are proposed on this stretch should conform with the

activities and planning/design of the Cultural Zone and respect the green forested area on the

inside of the Crown.

And finally the planning and design of this section of the Crown should be integrated with

the Industrial Zone master plan and how it is planned and integrated with the detail

development plans of the zone
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